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A DYNAMIC DUO  

R-M® launches cooperation with Donkervoort  

A swift paint coat for speedy cars: At R-M, dynamics is a top priority. That makes the 

Netherlands-based carmaker Donkervoort the ideal partner for collaboration with R-M, BASF's 

premium paint brand. On April 1, 2017, the enthusiastic Dutch car manufacturer and racing car 

driver Denis Donkervoort and Jan Ravenstijn, Vice President Marketing BASF Automotive 

Refinish Coatings Solutions Europe, signed the contract for the three-year cooperation 

arrangement bringing together the two brands as partners. R-M supports individual design 

creations for modern vehicles with its initiative Colors&Design. This program and R-M's color 

competence make it the perfect partner for attractively featuring Donkervoort’s dynamic design 

in terms of color. 

Dutch automaker Donkervoort is a manufacturer of hand-built roadsters that look great both on the 

road and on the racetrack. The stylish speedsters feature a low weight that lends them momentum 

and speed, thanks to a combination of a tubular frame with carbon fiber, also called hybrid chassis. 

For this purpose, it requires a finish that is both transparent and robust. The specialist for this is the  

R-M brand.  

Whether on the road or on the racetrack: Full-blown dynamics 

That's just one area where the two partners will be joining forces to find innovative solutions. Reducing 

weight is another basic pillar enabling dynamic driving. That's why Donkervoort will now use R-M's 

innovative paints for its new vehicles exclusively and also recommends them for refinishing. This 

means that the two partners will have to work together to develop new standards for the refinishing 

processes at its own and at attached bodyshops. 

The two partners also plan to cooperate by offering VIP trips and joint marketing appearances and by 

presenting R-M colors. The colors will be on display both at the Donkervoort headquarters showroom 

in Lelystad, Netherlands, and at the Classic Remise in Düsseldorf, Germany. 



 
 

 

 

R-M Automotive Refinish Paints: an important part of BASF`s Coatings Division 

Under the R-M brand, BASF markets a comprehensive range of automotive refinishing paint systems, 

focusing on eco-efficient waterborne basecoats and high-solids paints. By using these systems all 

legal solvent-reduction requirements can be complied with anywhere in the world, and with regard to 

appearance and resistance, the products meet the same quality standards as solvent-borne paints. In 

this area, the company offers a wide variety of services to support its customers. R-M Automotive 

Refinish Paints is approved by most of the leading car manufacturers for aftermarket repair and 

chosen by the world's most prestigious car companies for its color expertise. 

R-M Automotive Paints - Clermont de l’Oise (France)  

Contact: Gesine Arend-Heidbrinck Phone + 33 (0)3 44 77 73 70 

E-Mail: gesine.arend-heidbrinck@basf.com 

www.rmpaint.com 

www.facebook.com/rmpaint  
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